
Silicone, the environmental choice

Innovative medical devices made from silicone for medical use 

Medical grade silicones are amazing materials with a unique potential to improve our 
world without depleting our natural resources to any great extent and, when disposed of, 
they can be incinerated safely.

You can have your prescription dispensed 
by Script-easy®, the BD confidential 
dispensing service, or you can take it 
to your chemist. Script-easy® offers 
you a discreet and convenient way to 
obtain supplies quickly and easily at no 
additional cost to either you or your GP.

Just call the freephone number  
0800 0121 699 and the Script-easy®  
adviser will obtain your prescription 
from the GP on your behalf and send 
out your supplies without delay.

Clear AdvantageTM Self-adhesive silicone sheaths
CONFIDENTIAL PRESCRIPTION DISPENSING SERVICE

Health care professionals and carers
There is a technique you can use to wear gloves whilst fitting our sheaths. Firstly, you must 
ensure that the gloves are a good, tight fit. Then unroll a Style 1 sheath one turn to expose 
the adhesive (Style 2 and Style 3 sheaths have the adhesive already exposed). Carefully 
pull your fingers away from the exposed ring of adhesive and apply the sheath to the penis.

Once the sheath is firmly stuck, lift the end of the penis by pulling gently on the sheath 
and use quick, flicking movements with your fingers to unroll the sheath, making sure your 
fingers always travel down the shaft of the penis.

Don't pull your fingers out sideways, or back up the penis, it will cause the sheath to stretch 
and wrinkle.

Welcome to your 
prescription service

Safe, secure and comfortable

Silicones offer huge advantages over 
petroleum based, plastic materials. Thanks 
to their flexible ‘backbone’ they can be 
shaped and their properties enhanced or 
changed to suit a wide range of useful 
applications.

Medical grade silicone is the ideal material 
for sheaths. It is soft and flexible to 
conform to the shape of your penis and 
you can keep an eye on the condition of 
your skin through the clear sheath.

Choosing and using your Clear AdvantageTM 
self-adhesive silicone sheath

Clear Advantage SpiritTM

HYDROCOLLOID ADHESIVE SHEATH

Clear AdvantageTM with Aloe
SELF-ADHESIVE SILICONE SHEATH

Clear AdvantageTM

SELF-ADHESIVE SILICONE SHEATH
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Brand Style Size Pack Code

Clear Advantage SpiritTM Style 1 24mm 30 5243

Style 1 28mm 30 5283

Style 1 32mm 30 5323

Style 1 36mm 30 5363

Style 1 40mm 30 5403

Clear Advantage SpiritTM Style 2 24mm 30 7243

Style 2 28mm 30 7283

Style 2 32mm 30 7323

Style 2 36mm 30 7363

Style 2 40mm 30 7403

Clear Advantage SpiritTM Style 3 24mm 30 9243

Style 3 28mm 30 9283

Style 3 32mm 30 9323

Style 3 36mm 30 9363

Style 3 40mm 30 9403

Clear AdvantageTM with Aloe Style 1 24mm 30 1243

Style 1 28mm 30 1283

Style 1 32mm 30 1323

Style 1 36mm 30 1363

Style 1 40mm 30 1403

Clear AdvantageTM with Aloe Style 2 24mm 30 2243

Style 2 28mm 30 2283

Style 2 32mm 30 2323

Style 2 36mm 30 2363

Style 2 40mm 30 2403

Clear AdvantageTM with Aloe Style 3 24mm 30 3243

Style 3 28mm 30 3283

Style 3 32mm 30 3323

Style 3 36mm 30 3363

Style 3 40mm 30 3403

Clear AdvantageTM Style 1 23mm 30 786187

Style 1 28mm 30 786195

Style 1 31mm 30 786225

Style 1 35mm 30 786223

Style 1 40mm 30 786241
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Warming up
With the sheath fully unrolled onto your penis, hold it in place with your hand. The 
warmth from your hand will improve the adhesive bond to your skin. Wear time can be 
significantly reduced if the adhesive is not properly bonded to your skin.

Wear time and removal
Wear time will vary from person 
to person, but a sheath can last 
for 24 hours. It is recommended 
that you change the sheath on a 
daily basis for hygiene reasons.

To remove your sheath, use a 
warm, soapy flannel and gently 
roll off the sheath. If this is 
difficult or painful you can use a 
medical adhesive remover.

Always check your skin 
between applications to 
ensure there are no sore areas 
and wash and dry your skin 
properly before applying a 
new sheath.

Clear AdvantageTM sheaths come in 3 styles, giving you choice to select the most 
comfortable and secure option to suit you.

Clear Advantage SpiritTM has a hydrocolloid adhesive that gently controls moisture on 
the skin surface and promotes evaporation through the silicone, helping to protect skin 
integrity and maintain sheath adhesion.

Clear AdvantageTM is the original, silicone, self-adhesive sheath, made with slightly thicker 
silicone in the sheath area than the other two brands.

Clear AdvantageTM with Aloe is made with a thinner silicone in the sheath area and 
the adhesive contains aloe vera. The thinner silicone will conform well to the contours of 
your skin.

Clear AdvantageTM silicone sheaths easy 
to fit and remove
Sizing
Gently place the cut-outs of the measuring wheel over the 
widest part of your penis (while flaccid). The cut-out that 
fits snuggly gives an indication which size sheath would be 
appropriate to try.

Wash your penis
For the sheath to stick effectively your skin must be clean 
and completely dry. Wash your penis with a mild soap and rinse well. DO NOT USE A 
MOISTURISING OR LIQUID SOAP. If you have had a bath or shower you should wait 5-10 
minutes to ensure that your penis is completely dry. You can wrap a sheet of kitchen roll 
round your penis to absorb any residual moisture. 

Pubic hair
Slide the hair guard down your penis and take time to ensure that as much pubic hair as 
possible is behind the hair guard. Trim hair from the shaft of your penis and around the 
base, if necessary. Do not shave, as this can cause irritation beneath the adhesive.

• Squeeze the sheath funnel between forefinger 
and thumb and place the sheath over the tip 
of your penis. (Squeezing the funnel helps to 
create a space at the tip of your penis that is 
important for good urine flow).

• Gently press the sheath against your skin  
and unroll one or two more turns to stick it 
to your penis.

• Carefully lift up the end of your penis by gently 
pulling on the sheath funnel, whilst unrolling 
the sheath with your other hand a little at a 
time, using a brushing motion with fingers and 
thumb to avoid your fingers sticking. 

• The correct size of sheath should have a 
smooth finish on your penis, if the sheath is too 
large you will notice wrinkles running the length 
of your penis and this may lead to leakage.

Fitting the sheath
• If you have not been circumcised, 

ensure your foreskin is forward in its 
natural position, covering the glans. 

• If you are using a Style 1 sheath, unroll 
the sheath just one turn to expose the 
adhesive. (This isn’t necessary with Style 
2 and Style 3 sheaths – just squeeze the 
funnel and pull the sheath away from 
the white 
protective, 
plastic insert).

 

Frequently asked questions
Q. What should I do if my skin is sore when 

I remove the sheath?

A. Always use warm, soapy water or an 
adhesive remover spray/wipe to help 
remove the sheath. If your skin becomes 
sore it is best to leave the sheath off for  
24-48 hours to aid the healing process.

Q. The sheath sometimes comes off when  
urine flows.

A. Always leave approximately 25mm (1”) 
between the end of your penis and the 
funnel of the sheath, when fitting it. This 
will provide a reservoir to accommodate 
a sudden flow of urine and help it to 
drain away. 

Q. Can I apply creams and talc if I am 
using a sheath?

A. Creams and talc will affect the adhesion 
of the sheath, possibly resulting in the 
sheath coming off or leaking. If you 
need to apply creams or talc in the groin 
area, do this after you have fitted the 
sheath.

Q. Do I need to wear a pad as well as a 
sheath?

A. If the sheath is fitted correctly you 
shouldn’t need to wear a pad, unless you 
have continence issues with your bowels. 
Wearing a pad can cause a sheath to fail 
as it may cut across the funnel section 
causing a blockage.

DO

• Do rinse well after washing
• Do ensure your skin is completely dry 

using kitchen roll
• Do leave the foreskin forward 

covering the glans
• Do use a hairguard
• Do roll the sheath onto your penis 

rather than pushing your penis into  
the sheath

• Do warm the sheath with your hand 
for 10 seconds after fitting

• Do change your sheath daily

Connecting to a leg bag
Choose a leg bag with sufficient capacity for your needs. They come in sizes up to 750ml. 
When you have fitted the leg bag to your leg, using the straps or securing sleeve, push the 
leg bag connector into the end of the sheath. Try to avoid twisting the connector whilst 
pushing it into the sheath as this can distort the sheath and cause a blockage. Your health 
care professional may advise the use of an extra strap to secure the tubing to your leg. 

Always empty your leg bag before it becomes too full, so that it doesn’t pull on the end of 
the sheath. Change the bag every 5-7 days or according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Connecting to an overnight bag
To avoid having to get up in the night to empty your leg bag you can attach a single-use 
night drainage bag to the short, flexible tube on the leg bag tap. (Be sure to open the leg 
bag tap overnight, otherwise it will not drain).

An alternative is to remove your leg bag and attach the night drainage bag directly to your 
sheath.  Follow the instructions that come with the night bag.

Choosing your Clear AdvantageTM sheath 
with confidence

Connecting your sheath to a collection bag

Standard length sheath with the adhesive positioned 

centrally. Style 1 sheaths are suitable for men with a good 

length of penis.

Available in Clear Advantage SpiritTM, Clear AdvantageTM with 

Aloe and Clear AdvantageTM brands.

Shorter length sheath with the adhesive positioned towards 

the tip. Style 2 sheaths will fit all sizes of penis and are 

particularly suitable if the penis is retracted.

Available in Clear Advantage SpiritTM and Clear AdvantageTM 

with Aloe brands.
38mm

Standard length sheath with additional adhesive. Style 3 

sheaths provide very secure adhesion for men with a good 

length of penis who are particularly active or have difficulty 

in keeping other sheaths in place.

Available in Clear Advantage SpiritTM and Clear AdvantageTM 

with Aloe brands.

80mm

80mm

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

DON'T

• Don’t use liquid soap or  
moisturising soap

• Don’t use wet wipes or baby wipes to 
clean your penis

• Don’t use talcum powder or creams on 
your penis or in your genital area

• Don’t retract your foreskin to expose 
the glans

• Don’t push your penis too far into the 
funnel as this will cause backflow

• Don’t leave the sheath on for more 
than 24 hours


